Surface layers (S-layers) are two-dimensional, proteinaceous, porous lattices that form the outermost cell envelope component of virtually all archaea and many bacteria. Despite exceptional sequence diversity, S-layer proteins (SLPs) share important characteristics such as their ability to form crystalline sheets punctuated with nano-scale pores, and their propensity for charged amino acids, leading to acidic or basic isoelectric points. However, the precise function of S-layers, or the role of charged SLPs and how they relate to cellular metabolism is unknown. Nano-scale lattices affect the diffusion behavior of low-concentration solutes, even if they are significantly smaller than the pore size. Here, we offer a rationale for charged S-layer proteins in the context of the structural evolution of S-layers. Using the ammonia-oxidizing archaea (AOA) as a model for S-layer geometry, and a 2D electrodiffusion reaction computational framework to simulate diffusion and consumption of the charged solute ammonium (NH 4 + ), we find that the characteristic length scales of nanoporous S-layers elevate the concentration of NH 4 + in the pseudo-periplasmic space. Our simulations suggest an evolutionary, mechanistic basis for S-layer charge and shed light on the unique ability of some AOA to oxidize ammonia in environments with nanomolar NH 4 + availability, with broad implications for comparisons of ecologically distinct populations.
Introduction
Surface layers (S-layers) are proteinaceous macromolecular assemblies that form a two-dimensional (2D) crystal lattice on the outside of most archaea and many bacteria [1] [2] [3] . Slayer proteins (SLPs) are generally 40-200 kDa and represent up to 15% of total cellular protein production [4] . S-layers serve as the first selective barrier between the cell and its environment, which includes interactions with predators, symbionts, proteins, nutrients, and energy sources [5] . Bacterial S-layers have been linked to diverse functions, including protection from large macromolecules and predators, biofilm formation, adhesion, and pathogenesis [6] . Although archaeal S-layers have been implicated in cell shape determination, protection from osmotic shock, and providing a scaffold for biomineralization [7] [8] [9] , the genetic intractability of most archaea has hindered in-depth physiological study of archaeal S-layer functions.
Molecular sieving by S-layers has been demonstrated in vitro with pore sizes up to 4.5 nm in width [10] . The molecular architecture of a 2D crystalline protein barrier with nano-scale pores necessarily affects the diffusion behavior of low-concentration solutes even if they are significantly smaller than the pore size [11] [12] [13] . Nonetheless, many archaea thrive in implausibly nutrient-poor environments. Accordingly, adaptation to chronic energy stress has been hypothesized to be the primary factor distinguishing archaea from their bacterial counterparts [14] . Therefore, we reasoned that archaea may have evolved mechanisms to selectively enhance nutrient acquisition using the nanoporous S-layer. To address this question, we analyzed the cellular envelope of ammonia-oxidizing archaea (AOA), ubiquitous microorganisms whose sole energy source is commonly found in low nanomolar concentrations.
Thaumarchaeal [15] AOA are among the most ubiquitous and abundant organisms on Earth [16, 17] . AOA perform the first step of nitrification, oxidizing ammonia (NH 3 ) to nitrite (NO 2 ), and play a critical role in the global nitrogen cycle [17] [18] [19] . AOA often outnumber their bacterial counterparts (ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, AOB) in marine or terrestrial environments, especially under conditions where nutrients are extremely limited [20, 21] . AOA have a remarkably high affinity for their substrate. For example, cultures of Nitrosopumilus maritimus strain SCM1 showed exponential growth at substrate concentrations (measured as NH 3 + NH 4 + ) below 10 nM, and have a half-saturation constant k m = 133 nM [22] . Similar findings were reported from in situ nitrification measurements [23] , and for other AOA [24] . In contrast, k m values of characterized AOB are at least one to two orders of magnitude higher [25, 26] . AOB cultures often require concentrations in the micromolar to millimolar range to sustain growth, signifying that AOA have evolved competitive advantages in environments where AOB cannot survive. However, the macromolecular and cellular adaptations that allow AOA to occupy these ecological niches remain unresolved.
The AOA obtain energy directly from electrons evolved during ammonia oxidation [19] . This process is attributed to the ammonia monooxygenase (AMO) metallo-enzyme complex and a copper-based electron transport system [19] . AMO is believed to be a heterotrimeric, membraneassociated complex with each protomer composed of three subunits: AmoA, AmoB, and AmoC [27] . Although the specific location of the archaeal AMO active site is unknown, the bacterial homolog indicates a location within the AmoB subunit, which is mostly soluble and resides underneath the S-layer in the pseudo-periplasmic space (PPS) [28] [29] [30] . However, archaeal AmoB sequences are shorter (20 kDa) and align only with the first half of bacterial AmoB. The second half of bacterial AmoB is missing from all known AOA genomes and metagenomes, suggesting that the archaeal AMO may catalyze ammonia oxidation by a different, uncharacterized mechanism [30, 31] , possibly involving NH 4 + directly. Although NH 3 was suggested as substrate for AOB [32] , the substrate for archaeal AMO, NH 3 or NH 4 + , is not firmly established [29, 33] . Precisely how a charged S-layer and nanoporous lattice affect availability of nutrients in the PPS is not known. The cellular surface of N. maritimus, a model AOA, is enriched in reactive sites, consistent with charged amino acids such as aspartic and/or glutamic acid, compared with AOB [34] . The electric double layer (EDL) resulting from charged and reactive surface amino acids attracting positively charged ammonium ions could act as a nutrient reservoir [34] . Further, synthetic nanochannels lined with surface charges have been shown to enter a 'constant-conductance' regime at low ionic strengths [35] [36] [37] [38] . Below micromolar concentrations, channel conductance is near constant, governed by the surface charges independent of concentration, and higher than predicted from bulk behavior, thus controlling ion transport.
Here, we quantitatively model the cellular envelope of the AOA to explore mechanisms underpinning their extraordinarily high affinity for ammonium. We formulated a 2D Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) electrodiffusion reaction transport model to probe interactions between the environment, the S-layer, a pore, AMO, its substrate, and anions (Materials and methods section). Our non-equilibrium simulations, informed by electron cryotomographic imaging, suggest that a charged S-layer can double the NH 4 + concentration at a theoretical pseudo-periplasmic active site at low environmental concentrations, elevating the apparent k m of the enzyme's substrate. The effect is not large enough to explain the difference between AOA and AOB (10 vs. 1000 nM), suggesting additional molecular adaptations. However, we found that a charged S-layer surface mitigates diffusion limitations imposed by a physical permeability barrier. As a result, we elucidate a possible functional and evolutionary basis for charged S-layers and highlight their ecological importance to AOA.
Results

Sequence diversity and charge conservation in archaeal SLPs
Amino-acid sequence analysis of 25 putative SLPs (Table S1 ) revealed very low sequence conservation between archaeal clades (Fig. 1a) . Strikingly, despite their genomic diversity, the majority of sequences maintain a theoretical isoelectric point far from neutral (Fig. 1b) . Of the 25 SLP sequences shown, 21 are predicted to be negatively charged and 4 positively charged, with a clear dearth of sequences in the neutral regime (Fig. 1b) .
The amino-acid sequence of Nmar1201, one of two large, homologous SLPs in the N. maritimus SCM1 genome, has a theoretical isoelectric point of 3.5, the 9th lowest in its entire genome. To confirm that theoretical isoelectric point is a good indicator for a charged archaeal surface in vivo, we measured the Zeta potential of an AOA closely related to N. maritimus, Nitrosoarchaeum limnia [39] , at pH values between 2 and 10 ( Fig. 1c) . These data indicate pHsensitive surface charge with a Zeta potential around −9 mV at pH values above 6 but −3 mV at highly acidic pH. The switch between high and low charge states occurs between pH 4 and pH 6 (Fig. 1c) . The N. limnia SLP, Nlim1951, exhibits similar length and 65% sequence identity with its homologous sequence in N. maritimus, Nmar1201. Indeed, the predicted isoelectric points for Nlim1951 and Nmar1201 are 4.08 and 3.77, respectively. Although we would predict a global Zeta potential minimum at the S-layer isoelectric point of pH 4, we see constant values at lower pH (Fig. 1c) . This may be due to acidinduced S-layer shedding, which has been observed in bacterial systems [40] . This phenomenon can be attributed to modulation of hydrogen bonding within the S-layer lattice, which may disrupt anchoring, crystallization contacts, or overall stability of the protein fold. Although SLPs are model proteins for N-linked glycosylation in halophilic or thermophilic archaea [41, 42] , analysis of protein glycosylation by mass spectrometry of whole-cell lysates of N. limnia indicated no evidence for N-glycans (Suppl. Methods). This finding is further supported by our Zeta potential experiments: glycosylation would affect the Slayer surface charge, but measured Zeta potentials agree with the predicted isoelectric point of unmodified SLPs. On the basis of theoretical isoelectric points of 25 archaeal SLPs and Zeta potential measurements of AOA cells, we reason that SLPs create charged outer surfaces on archaea and that this property is evolutionarily conserved.
Molecular organization of the AOA cellular envelope
To characterize the molecular organization of AOA SLPs and AMO, we collected electron cryo-tomograms of N. maritimus (Fig. 2a) . The tomograms revealed SLPs arranged in a hexagonal pattern covering the entire cell. Hexagonal symmetry is a predominant feature of archaeal S-layers [2, 43] . We then averaged 200 S-layer subunits to obtain detailed images of the subunits at 4 nm resolution (Fig. 2b) . The averaged volume clearly shows six subunits within each structural unit. The center-to-center distance between two hexagonal S-layer subunits is 22 nm and the distance between two neighboring vertices of the hexagons is 8 nm. Each hexagonal structural unit consists of a central nanopore positioned above a central, membrane-proximal electron-dense structure (Figs. 2c, d ).
Crystal structures of AOA SLPs and the AMO heterotrimer have remained elusive. Proteomic analysis of N. maritimus indicated two types of SLPs: one large (180 kDa) and one small (25 kDa) [44] . Genome analysis indicates multiple homologous copies of each subunit: two of [45, 46] , which likely plays a role in anchoring the protein in the membrane, either directly [43] or by serving as a signaling peptide for lipid modification [47] . Although structures are not available for the AmoA or AmoC subunits of AMO, there is considerable evidence that they are integral membrane proteins [30] . The central electron-dense features observed in the tomograms would readily accommodate AMO. Based on AMO sequences, the molecular mass of the AMO trimer of heterotrimers would be approximately 300 kDa. However, most of the mass is contained within the membrane. The archaeal (soluble) AmoB subunit of Nitrosocaldus yellowstonii is 20 kDa and 4.5 nm in size, suggesting that additional proteins would likely occupy the electron-dense area. These observations, together with the cryoelectron tomograms, motivate a model of the molecular organization of ammonia oxidation in which active sites of AMO are exposed to a PPS formed by SLPs (Fig. 2e) . Nutrients, for example, ammonium, must pass through the S-layer nanopores to access the AMO active sites.
An electrodiffusion reaction transport model for the AOA cell envelope
To examine how a charged S-layer modulates substrate availability in the PPS, we designed a continuum electrodiffusion reaction transport model. We represent a single hexagonal unit cell of the S-layer by a 2D, rectangular, periodic simulation domain (Fig. 3 , Materials and methods).
The S-layer was modeled as a 4.5 nm thick, impenetrable boundary with fixed surface charges. The pseudoperiplasmic domain measures 18 × 22 nm, and is connected to the extracellular domain by a single nanopore also lined with surface charges, 1.3 nm in diameter (d) (Fig. 3a) . The bulk solution is composed of three ion species, ammonium (NH 4 + ) with a positive unit charge, a sodium (Na + ) co-ion, and a chloride counterion (Cl − ) with a negative unit charge to maintain electroneutrality at n ∞ (bulk). We examined NH 4 + bulk concentrations of 10, 100, and 1000 nM, fixed Na + and Cl − concentrations of 0.14 M and fixed S-layer surface charges equivalent to a potential of −140 mV in the Gouy-Chapman model of charge distribution (Materials and methods). These parameters correspond to conditions frequently encountered by marine AOA [22] . The AMO active site is modeled as a point-like ion sink at a fixed location, 2.5 nm above the membrane in PPS.
From laboratory experiments, we estimated an ammonia oxidation turnover rate of k = 10 s −1 (Materials and methods). The high, molar-range co-ion and counterion bulk concentrations lead to extremely short characteristic length scales for the simulated system. We analytically calculated electric potentials, concentration profiles and Debye lengths κ −1 at equilibrium (Fig. 3b, 
c, Materials and methods). The
Debye length is 0.82 nm, and nearly constant across the 10-1000 nM range of NH 4 + concentrations, owing to Na + and Cl − concentrations that are many orders of magnitude higher. We selected a simulation domain at 60 nm in height, many times larger than κ −1 , and maintained the bulk concentrations at the bulk boundary. Starting from equilibrium profiles, we then numerically solved the PNP equations. The dynamical system converged rapidly to a steady state (Materials and methods, Fig. S1A ,B).
A charged S-layer alters pseudo-periplasmic ion concentrations and reaction turnover
We examined the effect of a neutral and charged S-layer on NH 4 + concentration profiles in PPS, compared with the absence of an S-layer. Without S-layer, the NH 4 + concentration in the entire simulation domain was consistently below the bulk concentration, owing to the active site consuming NH 4 + (Fig. 4a , Table 1 ). For a neutral S-layer, concentration levels exterior to the S-layer were slightly higher than those found in the absence of an S-layer (Fig. 4b , Table 1 ). However, pseudo-periplasmic concentrations were nearly fourfold lower than extraplasmic concentrations, signifying that the nanopore restricted diffusion of small molecules at steady state (Fig. 4b , Table 1 ). Strikingly, a negatively charged S-layer restored NH 4 + concentration throughout the simulation domain to levels nearly indistinguishable from those found in the absence of an S-layer, except near the S-layer where concentrations were much higher (Fig. 4c, d , Table 1 ). Notably, active site NH 4 + concentrations with a negatively charged S-layer increased approximately twofold (197% at 10, 100, and 1000 nM) compared with a neutral Slayer (Fig. 4d , Table 1 ). The short, nanometer-range Debye lengths limit the effect of the EDL to an immediate neighborhood of the charged S-layer, resulting in strongly peaked concentrations elevated nearly two orders of magnitude from the bulk concentration (0.340, 3.41, 34.9 µM at 10, 100, 1000 nM, respectively, Fig. 4d ). Inside the pore, the NH 4 + concentration was lower than at the S-layer boundary, but remained elevated three-fold from bulk ( Fig. 4d , Table 1 ). Below the charged S-layer the concentration levels dropped sharply, but the concentration profiles showed near-identical patterns for the scenarios without Slayer, with neutral S-layer, and with charged S-layer (Fig. 4d) . These results similarly held for NH 4 + concentrations ranging from 10 to 1000 nM. Under our assumption of first-order Michaelis-Menten kinetics, the reaction turnover is proportional to the concentration of substrate at the active site. Consequently, a negatively charged S-layer can elevate enzymatic turnover up to twofold at low bulk concentration over neutral S-layers. Simulations with a positively charged S-layer revealed that it acts as a nutrient barrier, dramatically reducing NH 4 + concentrations at the active site (Fig S2) . Simulations with the neutral substrate NH 3 instead of NH 4 + confirmed that Slayer charge has no effect on NH 3 availability at the active site (Fig S3) . At NH 3 bulk concentration of 0.20 nM, corresponding to a total NH 3 + NH 4 + concentration of 10 nM at pH = 7.5, active site NH 3 concentration plunged to 24 pM at steady state (Fig S3) .
Surface charges render the nanopore cation selective
At ionic strengths where the Debye length and nanopore diameter have similar order of magnitude, that is, κd~1, the concentration of mobile cations in the nanopore will be significantly enriched compared with bulk, whereas the concentration of anions will be greatly reduced. Our simulations indicate that at steady state, the concentration of Na + in the nanopore is one to two orders of magnitude larger than that of Cl − (Fig. 4e) .
To examine how surface charge controlled ion transport in the nanopore, we measured the current carried by each of the ion species NH 4 + , Na + , and Cl − at the pore ( Fig. 5a, b ; Table S2 ). For the neutral S-layer, NH 4 + carried a current of I NH4+ = −1.7e-20 A at steady state at 10 nM concentration. The current is negative owing to an electric field oriented outward of PPS (Fig. 5c , Materials and methods). Our simulations indicated that co-and counterions also carried a small current with a neutral S-layer ( Fig. 5c; Fig S4A ; Table S2 ). As a result, we observed an excess of co-ions and lack of counterions around the point-like ion sink location at steady state (Supplementary Note). For a charged S-layer, the NH 4 + current doubled to I NH4+ = 3.3e-20 A, Na + carried a current of −1.6e-20 A, and Cl − of −1.6e-20 A (Fig. 5b, c; Fig S4B) . The parabolic NH 4 + current profile of the charged nanopore is consistent with an electrophoresisdominated ionic transport model, that is, slip of the EDL (Fig. 5d) . By contrast, the current profile of the neutral pore is flat. Interestingly, polarity of the nanopore inverted from minimally positive (6.7 pV) on the PPS side for a neutral Slayer, to −24 pV for a charged S-layer (Fig. 5c , Materials and methods, Table S2 ). NH 4 + conductance of the pore inverted from G = −2.5 nS to G = 1.3 nS for a charged Slayer. Cl − conductance of the pore inverted from positive (1.2 nS) in the neutral case, to negative (−0.7 nS) in the charged case. Negative conductance of anions influx signifies that the charged nanopore is cation selective. Na + conductance changed from G = 1.2 nS to G = −0.7 nS. Thus, the charged nanopore aids NH 4 + acquisition, in striking contrast to the neutral nanopore, which inhibits nutrient influx.
Ion concentrations and turnover are insensitive to model parameterization
The short Debye lengths of the system contribute to a remarkable insensitivity of NH 4 + concentrations to the + concentration profiles for a charged S-layer across the length of the simulation domain at the x-coordinate of the point sink, at bulk concentrations of 10 (orange), 100 (red), and 1000 (brown) nM. The corresponding profiles without S-layer and with a neutral S-layer are shown in gray and black. The position of the nanopore is indicated with a gray band. e Na + and Cl − concentration profiles for a charged S-layer across the length of the simulation domain geometric arrangement of the system's components. For example, the precise location of the AMO active site in PPS is unresolved. To investigate the effect of the active site distance from the S-layer nanopore in our simulations, we tested several different locations in PPS. We observed highly similar distributions of NH 4 + for the charged S-layer for a wide range of positions (Fig. 6a) . Our simulations suggested that the gain of a charged S-layer compared with a neutral S-layer is within 20%, unless the active site is positioned very close to the S-layer nanopore (Fig. 6a,  inset) .
Debye length scales of pore balance nutrient access and large particle sieving
To examine the effect of the S-layer nanopore diameter on NH 4 + concentration at the active site, we carried out simulations with diameters ranging from 0.5 to 5.0 nm (Fig. 6b) . The nanopore diameter affected the steady-state NH 4 + concentration at the active site in a nonlinear fashion.
A nanopore diameter of 0.5 nm led to NH 4 + concentrations of 2.4 nM (charged), and 0.7 nM (neutral). For a 5 nm nanopore, in the case of a neutral S-layer the concentrations increased to 1.9 nM. The concentration increased modestly in the charged case, to 2.5 nM. The concentration at the active site for a charged S-layer remained remarkably constant over the range of nanopore diameters, to within 0.5%. As the pore widens, the loss of Debye length overlap for the charged case could be offset by the increase in diameter. Interestingly, atomic models of experimentally determined SLPs suggest that nanopore sizes are in the 1.3-2.0 nm range [48, 49] , precisely within the range of overlapping Debye lengths, and where the gain of a charged S-layer and nanopore is largest (Fig. 6b, inset) . This signifies that the nanopore characteristic length scale could have evolved to balance its role as a size barrier to larger molecules while maintaining nutrient accessibility.
Discussion
Understanding the factors contributing to the ecological importance of AOA vs. AOB is critical for predicting their relative contributions to the biogeochemical cycling of nitrogen and carbon in aquatic, terrestrial, and engineered environments. An S-layer, instead of an outer membrane, is a key structural component that distinguishes AOA from AOB. Our simulations suggest that a charged, hexagonal S-layer can help concentrate cations essential for AOA metabolism in an EDL near the organism. We established that the characteristic length scale of the EDL, the Debye length, is less than a nanometer under marine Na + and Cl − ion concentrations, signifying that the AMO active site would not directly experience the effect of the nutrient reservoir. Unlike simulations of cell membrane potentials, our system does not assume a potential difference over the S-layer controlled by a selective pore. Instead, our results indicate that a symmetrically charged S-layer can expedite diffusion of charged nutrient solutes over the nanopore into the PPS when the electrodiffusion-reaction system is driven away from equilibrium, replenishing reacted NH 4 + in PPS. Under first-order Michaelis-Menten kinetics, this translated into a doubling of enzymatic turnover at low bulk concentration. This effect was largely insensitive to the geometry of our simulated system, such as pore diameter and placement of the AMO active site in the PPS. Removing the S-layer charge dramatically reduced ammonium concentration throughout the PPS. However, removing the S-layer altogether resulted in near-identical concentrations of NH 4 + at the active site as the charged S-layer. Thus, the charge-effect appears to compensate for reduced nutrient access owing to the physical barrier of an S-layer.
Our results suggest that a charged S-layer is a functional adaptation that helps AOA compete in ecosystems with nutrient-limited conditions, such as the oligotrophic ocean where they greatly outnumber AOB. Nonetheless, the 'nutrient-harvesting' advantage resulting from a charged S-layer is insufficient to explain the gap in nutrient requirements between AOA and AOB. Whereas a charged S-layer can elevate active site concentration and reaction turnover of AOA twofold, AOB require nutrient concentrations several orders of magnitude larger than AOA. Therefore, we speculate that AOA evolved additional cellular and molecular adaptations to sustain growth at nM concentrations.
Simulations of (synthetic) nanochannels commonly involve an externally applied potential difference that affects each, usually two, ion species equally [13] . By contrast, our biological model of a point-like NH 4 + sink creates an electrochemical gradient that acts asymmetrically. Although each species experienced an electric field owing to the sink, the chemical gradient acts directly on NH 4 + alone. This asymmetry resulted in sharply increased conductance, or ion transport number, for NH 4 + over the nanopore, whereas conductance of Na + , Cl−, and NH 4 + combined was relatively unaffected. How does a charged, cation-selective nanopore aid substrate acquisition? Uncompensated negative charges in the PPS left behind by NH 4 + consumption could diffuse out through the nanopore. However, influx or efflux of Cl − is controlled by the cation-selective nanopore. We therefore propose the following mechanism of nanopore-facilitated NH 4 + transport in our model: An electrochemical gradient results in an influx of NH 4 + and Na + into the PPS. Efflux of Cl − is limited because the nanopore is cation selective, whereas Na + influx is balanced by its concentration gradient. Thus, a charge deficit owing to the sink is disproportionately compensated by influx of NH 4 + . How, then, would cation-selective nanopores transport nitrite, the metabolic end product of AOA [22] , out of the PPS? Sufficiently high concentrations of NO 2 − in the PPS would eventually allow these ions to overcome a barrier electrical potential. We further speculate that high concentrations of negative charges in the PPS would raise the potential difference over the nanopore until an equilibrium is found, aiding NH 4 + acquisition. + concentration at the active site as a function of pore diameter for a charged (red) and neutral (black) S-layer. Inset: The percentage gain in NH 4 + concentration at the active site of a charged S-layer over a neutral S-layer as a function of pore size Our simulations and other independent lines of evidence support that the substrate of AOA is ammonium (NH 4 + ), not ammonia (NH 3 ). In AOB, intracellular access to NH 3 is provided by both diffusion through lipid bilayers and through porins. Porins are conductive, membrane-bound channels that allow exchange of solutes [50] and are either non-specific or selective for anions or cations [51, 52] .
Simulations have suggested that diffusion of ions through non-specific porins is driven by their concentration and charge gradients [53, 54] . Although S-layer pores, like porins, could facilitate concentration-driven diffusion of NH3, AOA lack a NH 3 -diffusive cell envelope, which would further reduce NH 3 availability in the PPS. Additionally, at pH values encountered by AOA, just 2% of 10 nM total ammonia concentration is in the unionized NH 3 form. Taken together, we found that the concentration of NH 3 at the active site, 24 pM, was orders of magnitude lower still than the NH 4 + concentration we found with a neutral S-layer (Fig S3) . Finally, AOA (meta)genomes suggest that AMO has undergone significant adaptation compared with its bacterial counterpart, which could indicate a different molecular mechanism for ammonia oxidation. Nonetheless, we cannot firmly rule out NH 3 as a substrate. For example, a controlled pH environment in the PPS would enable conversion from NH 4 + to NH 3 .
How can quantitative, predictive models like ours help resolve complex relationships in the microbial ecology of ammonia-oxidizing organisms? Environmental determinants underlying the distribution of ammonia-oxidizing populations remain poorly understood. For example, the ratios of AOA to AOB in estuarine sediment were found to generally decline along an increasing salinity gradient [55] . Although availability of sedimentary NH 4 + is known to decline with increasing ionic strength [56] , and NH3 availability should be relatively unaffected, the population shifts defied a simple relationship [55] . Instead, such population shifts likely involve a complex, multidimensional response on cellular and molecular scales. Our model suggests that transport properties of AOA nanopores can counteract declining substrate availability at increasing ionic strength owing to more favorable Debye length scales, blurring apparent ammonia oxidizer ecological niches. Additionally, the evolutionary gain of a charged S-layer for acquiring NH 4 + in oligotrophic systems highlights adaptations that have made AOA more abundant in the (deep) open ocean, where NH 4 + concentrations are low.
Several improvements to our model could further elucidate if the remarkable efficiency of AOA is rooted in cellular or molecular adaptations, or both. Besides NO 2 − [22] , AMO activity will almost certainly introduce reactive intermediates [57] into the PPS, which are currently unaccounted for in our model. For example, nitric oxide (NO) is a key intermediate [58] , which could aid in the formation of NO 2 − through the oxidation of hydroxylamine [57, 59] .
Additionally, NO can react abiotically to form N 2 O [57] ; both of which could diffuse out of the cell and lead to reduction in total NO 2 − production. It is important to note that all known AOA encode a nitrite reductase (NirK) but have no nitric oxide reductase (e.g., [31] ), and thus are not capable of true nitrifier denitrification. Total mass and charge are not conserved in the simulation, which limits the time-scale for which our results are valid. Indeed, the persistent currents carried by Na + and Cl − may be partially artefactual. Structural models of SLPs, AMO, and other, related proteins of the AOA ammonia oxidation pathway can also help inform the biophysical parameters of our simulation. For example, the location and identities of amino acids lining the nanopore are critically important to accurately model the electric field. Structures and integrated modeling can also help us estimate kinetics by molecular dynamics simulation [60] . Simulating ions using finite size will also improve our model. Such improvements can help test theories about the ammonia oxidation pathway in archaea. For example, comparative analyses of AOA genomes revealed a pair of highly conserved ammonia transporters across ecotypes [61] . Although ammonia is often a nitrogen source for amino-acid synthesis, facilitated transport across the inner membrane also raises the possibility of the cytoplasm as an ammonia reservoir for AMO. Accordingly, a recent hypothesis ascribed the extreme efficiency of AOA to cellular uptake of NH 4 + by ammonia transporters, followed by diffusion of membrane-permeative NH 3 into the PPS [29] . However, this model would seem contrary to ammonia toxicity observed in non-terrestrial AOA at low millimolar concentrations [22] . Organisms with S-layers inhabit virtually every environment on the planet, including extreme conditions experienced by AOA and many other archaea. Analysis of characterized S-layer amino-acid sequences indicates that most SLPs are positively or negatively charged. Through our simulations, we have found that charged S-layers and nanopores enhance diffusion of charged solutes irrespective of parameterization. Notably, a neutral S-layer inhibits diffusion of charged molecules, indicating a potential fitness disadvantage of neutral cell envelope components. Thus, S-layer charge may have emerged by convergent evolution to enhance metabolic function in diverse ecosystems.
Materials and methods
Zeta potential
We evaluated the charge density model we derived above by measuring the Zeta potential. N. limnia strain SFB1 was grown in modified SCM25H media (pH 7.5, 8 salinity) containing HEPES (1 M, pH 7.5) and 100 μM ammonium chloride [39] . N. limnia SFB1 is an enrichment culture containing >97% SFB1 cells that has been maintained through monthly serial transfers into fresh SCM25H media (10% inoculum) at room temperature (20-22°C) . Samples were taken during early stationary phase, pH adjusted with HCl or NaOH (depending on target pH), and immediately measured for Zeta potential using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments Ltd). The measurement was performed with 0.14 M artificial seawater, which has a Debye length of 8.25 Å, and revealed a Zeta potential of −7 mV at pH 7. Then, we performed analytical calculation with the same setting, that is, 0.14 M salt water and charge density 0.02 e − /Å, and found that −7 mV potential was located at a distance of 18 Å from the charged S-layer surface.
Cryoelectron tomograms
We imaged the S-layer of N. maritimus with electron cryotomography (ECT). We concentrated growing culture by filtration. The concentrated cells were suspended in phosphate-buffered saline containing bovine serum albumin-treated colloidal gold fiducial markers (10 nm) [62, 63] . Grids were prepared and plunge frozen with a Vitrobot Mark III ((FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR) maintained at 80% humidity and 30°C temperature. Three Â µl culture solution was applied to R2/2 copper Quantifoil EM grids (Quantifoil Micro Tools, Großlöbichau, Germany), the excess liquid was blotted and the grids were plunged frozen into a liquid ethane-propane mixture. The grids were imaged with a FEI PolaraTM (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR) 300 kV field emission gun transmission electron microscope. The tomograms were collected at 22,000 Ã-magnifications and were analyzed with the UCSF Tomo (University of California, San Francisco, CA) and the IMOD software packages. Subtomogram averaging was performed using particle estimation for electron tomography (PEET) in IMOD [64] , which resulted in images of the subunits at 4 nm resolution.
PNP electrodiffusion reaction model
Researchers previously established that ionic transport through charged nanopores is dominated by electrophoretic ion migration [35, 37] . Convection and diffusion were found to contribute marginally, justifying our choice of a PNP model. The Nernst-Planck (NP) equation describes the diffusion of charged particles under an ionic concentration gradient ∇c and an electric field E = −∇ϕ. We added a reaction term to the NP equation, representing ion consumption proportional to the local concentration: represents the fixed charge distribution, and 4πzc represents the mobile ions. To improve computational performance, we used an alternative, equivalent implementation, which replaces the Poisson equation by the current equation
Finally, the flux of each ion is updated by
The coupled system (1) and (2) is known as the PNP model [65] [66] [67] .
PNP simulation
We implemented a finite-difference time-domain solver for the PNP equations. The simulation was performed on a 22 × 60 nm simulation domain with periodic boundaries along the longest dimension, with grid spacing 0.1 nm giving n x = 221 by n y = 601 elements. NH 4 + ions were added at concentrations of 10, 100, and 100 nM. Sodium (Na + ) co-ions and chloride (Cl − ) counterions were added at 0.14 M concentration to model a marine ecosystem. We ensured electroneutrality for the three ion species at the bulk boundary. An integration step size of 1 picosecond was selected (Fig S1) . All simulations were carried out for at least 10 microseconds. Selected simulations were run for up to 100 microseconds to study behavior of the current at steady state. At each time step, eleven profiles in 2D space were updated and stored: the concentrations of ammonium NH 4 + , Na + , and Cl − , the fluxes J x,y of the three ion species, and electric fields E x,y . An ion sink, with a turnover rate k = 10 s −1 was placed 2.5 nm from the bottom lipid membrane (15.5 nm from the S-layer's lower pore mouth) to represent the ammonia oxidation enzyme, that is, AMO. Simulations were carried out with Matlab R2016b (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and custom C++ code. The code is available from https://github.com/ExcitedStates.
Boundary conditions
We implemented periodic boundaries at x = 0 nm and x = 22 nm, that is, c(x l = 0 ,y) = c(x l = W ,y) and c(x l = W + 1 ,y) = c(x l = 1 ), where l = 0,…,W denotes the index of the cells along the x direction. To model impermeability of the Slayer and the cytoplasmic membrane to charged ion species, we applied a Neumann boundary condition that prohibits flux in a direction normal to these surfaces: J i,u = 0 for all ion species i, where u is the normal direction of the S-layer boundary or cell membrane. We implemented a diffusive boundary condition [68] at the top boundary, such that the inward flux of each ion is proportional to the difference of concentration between the top boundary of the domain and the bulk concentration, that is, Fig. S5 ). The choice of c i,bulk is stated below. We observed that diffusive boundary conditions were sufficient to replenish the ions consumed at the sink.
Initial conditions
We calculated initial concentration profiles c ðt¼0Þ i
, from analytical solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann equations for a charged surface in the absence of a pore. In this case, the initial conditions are simply a function of the distance d from the S-layer. We calculated the Debye length l D = κ þ . PNP simulations were started from these initial profiles to obtain the steady state with charges and reacting enzyme turned on. For simulations with a neutral S-layer, we assumed uniform initial concentration profiles in the absence of electric fields.
Surface charge density
The structure of AOA SLPs is unknown. To obtain an estimate for the surface charge density of the AOA Slayer, we therefore used the published structure of the M. acetivorans SLP as a guide [48] . First, we classified each residue of the SLP gene Nmar1201 as either exposed or buried [69] . The prediction revealed that residues in the protein are, on average, 78.7% exposed. Asp and Glu make up 26.2% of the amino-acid composition of Nmar1201, and are, on average, 85% exposed. We further examined the surface charge density as a function of pH. We assumed that each exposed acidic residue has negative unit charge if the pH is much larger than its pK A , neutral if the pH is much smaller than pK A , or minus 0.5-charged when pH = pK A . Exposed basic residues are treated similarly. This model suggested that increasing pH will reduce S-layer charge. We then counted the number of charged residues in Nmar1201 at pH = 7, obtaining a net charge of 210 e − . We assumed, conservatively, that each asymmetric unit in an S-layer hexagonal repeating tile is a monomer, so that each tile consists of nine SLPs (Suppl. Fig. S5 ). Based on the dimensions derived from the tomogram (Fig. 1) , the estimated surface area of each hexagonal tile is 110 2 π nm 2 on each side (top and bottom). Accordingly, we estimated a surface charge density of 0.02 e − /Å 2 .
